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OVERVIEW OF THE OPERATION 

Peak Timbers Limited (PTL) was formed in 1947 and

produces around 78,000 tonnes of sawn timber, 168,000

tonnes of pulp wood and 168,000 tonnes of saw logs per

annum. It has an annual turnover of around E117.65

million (US$18.1 million)1, and directly employs about 450

people. The current land holding totals 31,600 ha, of

which about 20,000 ha is planted to pine and gum.

PTL has experienced a number of devastating fires over the

years, which have resulted in large-scale destruction, loss of

production and the retrenchment of many people. In 2003,

the destruction of the Wet Mill led to the retrenchment of 140

workers. However, the mill has been rebuilt at a cost of

E42,25 million (US$6.5 million), with 135 jobs re-created and

the subsequent re-employment of 125 of the retrenched

employees (five jobs in total were therefore lost). Additional

investment amounting to some E108.55 million 

(US$16.7 million) is required over the next five years at the

sawmill for the conversion of pine to eucalyptus saw timber.

PTL has received a number of awards over the years,

which include recognition for improved operations,

employee performance, contributions to addressing AIDS

and on-time performance. 

EXISTING SOCIAL 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

PTL has a budget of around E495,463 (US$76,225) for

community social investment (CSI) each year, which is

invested in projects such as sports events, education, assis-

tance with infrastructure, bee farming and health education.

In addition, PTL responds positively to various requests from

stakeholders as they arise, ranging from timber donations to

supporting a host of smallholder bee farmers around the

plantation. PTL also provides controlled access to

surrounding communities for Multiple Resource Use of the

plantation land, for example, cattle grazing and harvesting of

grasses for mat weaving, among other activities. 

A Community Engagement Plan (CEP) has also been

drawn up. The CEP aims to address shortcomings and

enhance current and future positive impacts of PTL on its

neighbouring communities. 

NEIGHBOURING COMMUNITIES

There are nine villages with a population of 2,000 people

living within the plantation.  Neighbours consist of five

farms and 47 communities including nine chiefdoms with

a population of about 170,000 inhabitants.  As with the

majority of rural Swazi people, the surrounding communi-

ties make their living mainly through subsistence farming,

i.e. the cultivation of seasonal crops (mainly the staple food

maize) and rearing of livestock.  The rate of formal employ-

ment in the areas surrounding PTL is estimated at 40%.

Provision of services such as health services, roads, elec-

tricity and transport is basic. 

IMPACTS IDENTIFIED 
BY PEAK TIMBERS LTD

Application of the SEAT process highlighted a number of

positive and negative impacts that PTL has on the local

communities. An important impact is employment creation –

PTL employs about 450 people directly, and another 820 are

employed by contracted businesses.  It also accounts for

another 130 people through induced employment.  Around

96% of employees at all levels are Swazi citizens, and 36%

of senior management are expatriate employees.  Besides

employment, in 2004 PTL paid about E17.55 million (US$2.7

million) in taxes and royalties, and about E58.5 million (US$9

million) on contractors. PTL is also committed to improving

productivity by providing appropriate training, and has

contributed to training and social upliftment of both internal

and external stakeholders.  

ISSUES RAISED 
BY STAKEHOLDERS

Positive feedback

PTL has made a lot of progress in terms of communication

and dialogue with employees and contractors.  PTL holds

monthly meetings with the union and staff forum for non-

unionised employees. Contractor businesses feel that

since the beginning of business outsourcing in 2000, the

relationship between themselves and PTL has improved

dramatically through joint decision-making. External stake-

holders were generally positive about PTL, appreciating

PTL’s contribution to the local economy and praising the

company for its outreach programmes.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1 Comparative values are calculated at E/US$ exchange rate of 6.5. 
E= Emalangeni (Swazi currency). Emalangeni is equivalent to Rands.
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Stakeholder concerns

Employees at PTL feel that although communication and

relationships with management has improved over time,

there is still poor flow of information regarding changes in

the business, particularly in the areas that have a direct

impact on employees. Employees feel that they are not

given enough information about the overall process of the

industry and where they fit into it. Employees also feel that

they do not receive sufficient information about the benefits

offered by PTL that they might be able to take advantage of

(e.g. bursaries to employees and their families). There is also

concern about remuneration, as employees feel that their

wages and benefits are low. A further concern is the number

of expatriates at senior management level, with employees

and the union feeling that local Swazi managers can take up

these senior positions. Another concern is the low level of

purchasing from local suppliers by PTL.

A number of stakeholders perceive PTL’s move to

outsource services to contractors as a means of reneging

on responsibilities and exploiting workers. Contractors

themselves are frustrated with regard to setting rates for

their services, as they feel that PTL always has the last say.

Furthermore, contractors request that they have access to

PTL’s databases for better information-sharing. 

External stakeholders request that a higher level of CSI

and corporate social responsibility takes place to improve

their standards of living.  The communities are not aware

of procedures to access assistance from PTL and are

eager to start projects such as bee farming, crop produc-

tion and poultry farming. 

Cattle grazing, poaching and theft is another area of

concern for stakeholders, some of whom feel that there

needs to be greater cooperation between PTL and the

communities, while the union feels that the rules on

poaching of game and cattle grazing are weak and need

urgent revision. Local stakeholders are in full support of the

protection of forest industry assets.

The issue of forest fires is a prime concern for PTL

management and stakeholders alike. The majority of

stakeholders feel that the recent fires were caused deliber-

ately by embittered former Main Mill workers, indicating a

strong need for better consultation. 

The environment and water issues are a concern for stake-

holders. A particular view was expressed that eucalyptus

trees should not be planted close to watercourses as they

reduce the water supply to communities. Visits to neigh-

bouring communities during the SEAT process showed

that there was severe soil erosion and exotic weed infes-

tation, which requires urgent attention.

Management responses to issues raised

On the issue of local management and percentage of

expatriates, management will draw up a localisation plan.

The plan will identify the positions, the knowledge and skills

needed, potential candidates within the company, training

needs for potential candidates and a timeframe to localise

each position.  Management will encourage participation in

the staff development programme and make employees

aware of the opportunities for enhancing their career devel-

opment. Management also plans to expose employees to

all Group operations to give them a better understanding of

the paper production process as a whole. 

Concerns on benefits and remuneration relate to medical

aid, PTL housing loan schemes and a perception of low

remuneration packages and benefits. Management

responses to these issues are focused on research into the

issues, better consultation and sourcing of appropriate

service providers. PTL will subscribe to the KPMG salary

survey to be able to benchmark against other industries in

Swaziland. Management will seek a mandate from Mondi

Business Paper South Africa (MBPSA) on where PTL should

be positioned with respect to remuneration against other

industries in Swaziland. Anglo American Corporation

Medical Aid (AACMED) is engaging the medical service

providers to gain wider acceptance within Swaziland.

Should this process prove to be unsatisfactory, PTL will

consult employees on the feasibility of changing to

Swazimed. PTL will actively seek financial institutions within

Swaziland willing to extend housing loans to staff, using

retirement benefits as collateral. PTL will improve

communication in general, particularly regarding access to

information on changes within MBPSA.

On the perception of worker and contractor exploitation

through outsourcing, PTL will ensure that contractors

operate within Mondi’s social and minimum wage policies.

At the same time PTL will put in place a transparent

process with contractor businesses for determining rates

for their services. PTL will ensure that annual increases to

contractor workers are implemented at the agreed times. 

The issue of procurement from local suppliers will be

addressed by including more local suppliers on the

approved vendor list. Local suppliers will be preferred,

where they are competitive.
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PTL plans to deal with the problem of forest fires by

improving community relations through community invest-

ment and increased liaison with local leaders.

PTL wants to maintain good working relationships with

neighbouring communities, by drawing up a comprehen-

sive Community Engagement Programme (CEP) and

implementing and publicising more sustainable projects

through this programme.  As part of this, PTL will partici-

pate in programmes on HIV/AIDS awareness and preven-

tion aimed at all communities, with the initial focus being

on contractor employees. 

A number of environmental issues were identified during

the stakeholder consultation, and management plans to

ensure compliance to the MBP environmental guidelines

and the National Environmental Policy. 

Management also plans to address issues of poor drinking

water quality and the poor state of village houses. 

Next steps and additional activities

PTL has drawn up responses and action plans to address

the issues identified by SEAT. Next steps include devel-

oping and implementing a CEP, evaluating progress

against KPIs, and carrying out additional Primary Rapid

Assessments (PRA).
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1.1 BACKGROUND

The information presented in this report is an outcome of

the application of the Socio-economic Assessment

Toolbox (SEAT) to Peak Timbers Ltd  (PTL).  SEAT was

designed to assist Anglo American Group companies to

identify and manage their social and economic impacts,

both positive and negative. 

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

This report is structured as follows:

w Section 2 sets out the approach and objectives of

the SEAT process, and explains how data and

information was collected;

w Section 3 provides an overview of the operation at

PTL;

w Section 4 provides a profile of the local communi-

ties affected by PTL;

w Section 5 describes social and economic impacts

of the operation, including employment, taxes and

royalties, existing community social investment

(CSI) activities and compliance with Anglo

American Corporate Policy requirements;

w Section 6 identifies key issues raised by stake-

holders; 

w Section 7 provides management responses to

identified impacts; and

w Section 8 provides an assessment of the manage-

ment measures, the potential opportunities arising

and next steps.

1.3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This report was prepared and developed by Bhubesi

Magagula (the Community Engagement Facilitator at PTL),

with assistance from a dedicated team and support from

Mondi Business Paper South Africa and Environmental

Resources Management (ERM).  Special thanks are due to

the local area management staff, Lowveld management,

and the CSR.  The report was completed with guidance

from the Lowveld Business Unit Manager Mr. T. Sidey and

his colleagues, Messrs Z. Kunene, T. Bold, G. Sahlertz,

Themba Vilane, Thamie Seilbea, Phillip Luthada, S.

Mabunda, Ms Mary Shabangu, Cornelius Motsa (forestry

student) and Percy Sibande. 

1 INTRODUCTION
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2.2 METHODS OF 
DATA COLLECTION

This study was conducted through the use of a question-

naire, group interviews and the use of secondary data to

identify the socio-economic factors associated with PTL

forests and mill operations in Swaziland.  

Secondary data included existing national statistics issued

by the Central Statistics Office in Mbabane.  The question-

naire was used in conjunction with group interviews to

determine positive as well as negative impacts.  Questions

focusing on current socio-economic conditions, relation-

ships with PTL, impact identification, and risk manage-

ment were explored with the communities of Mzimnene

and Mganda. About 50% of the community was surveyed

during this exercise. 

2 OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

Box 2.1 Key steps in the SEAT process

Step 1: Define objectives of the SEAT process

Step 2: Profile the Peak Timbers mills and forest

operations and neighbouring communities,

and identify key issues

Step 3: Identify social and economic impacts

Step 4: Provide guidance on management

responses to key issues

Step 5: Reporting to stakeholders

THE APPROACH used for the assessment was in line with

the five key steps outlined in the SEAT process. These are

defined in Box 2.1.

2.1 OBJECTIVES 
OF THE SEAT PROCESS

The objectives of the SEAT process are to:

w identify key social impacts and issues;

w identify critical issues for developing a focused

community engagement plan;

w assist in planning the management of socio-

economic impacts generated by PTL’s operation; 

w facilitate the collection of data for reporting PTL’s

performance and develop indicators which are

relevant to local conditions.

Interviews being conducted at Mganda.



3.1 BASIC INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE OPERATIONS

The Mondi Business Paper Unit in North Western

Swaziland is called Peak Timbers Ltd, and consists of two

mills and a forestry operation. Peak Timbers Limited (PTL)

was formed in 1947.  Over the years ownership and

management of the business has changed several times

and the current owner is Mondi Business Paper South

Africa (Mondi). Mondi is part of the Anglo paper and pack-

aging division of Anglo American plc, one of the world's

largest mining and natural resource groups. 

PTL produces around 78,000 tonnes of sawn timber,

155,000 tonnes of pulp wood and 168,000 tonnes of

sawn logs per annum. Annual turnover is around US$18.1

million, equating to around one percent (3%) of Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) of Swaziland, and directly

employs about 450 people. Within the Mondi Business

Paper South Africa operations, the Peak Mill is the only

remaining saw milling operation. 

PTL’s current land holdings total 31,000 ha on the northern,

western and eastern sides of the town of Piggs Peak. 

3 OVERVIEW OF PEAK
TIMBERS LIMITED
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PEAK TIMBERS LTD FORESTRY
OPERATIONS & SAW MILLS

Location of Peak Timbers Ltd.

GROSS AREA 31,584 ha

Pine 5,633.7

Gum 12,847

Other 29.3

Planted 18,510.20

TUP 1168.6

Maintained 9,678.60

Non-aff. 11,905.30

Roads 1,860 km 

Maintained ha per km 10.6
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3.2 HISTORY OF THE SITE
The plantations at Piggs Peak were originally formed in

1947 with the main investors being Barings Bank,

Barclays Overseas Development Corporation. Initially

timber was used in the manufacture of veneered plywood.

In 1955 Anglo American bought into the business. In 1958

a box wood plant was installed at the current Main Mill site.

The site was converted to a timber sawmill in 1964. In

1971 an additional sawmill was constructed at Rocklands.

In 1973 Anglo American acquired a 100% ownership of

PTL. In 2000, outsourcing of forest operations was initi-

ated, resulting in 12 contractor businesses owned by

former employees. In 2003 the Wet Mill at the Main Mill

was destroyed by a fire. In 2004 the Wet Mill was rebuilt,

at a cost of E42.25 million (US$6.5 million). 

3.3 FIRES

PTL has experienced a number of devastating fires over the

years. In 1968 a forest fire in the D Block resulted in 16,000

tonnes of logs being dumped in the Mlambongwenya Dam.

In 1992 3,000 ha of timber was destroyed.  In 2003 a fire at

the Main Mill destroyed the Wet Mill and, later that year,

1,500 ha of forests were destroyed in fires in Blocks A1 and

D2. In 2004 another 1,700 ha of afforested plantation was

lost in fires in Block B and C. These fires have also resulted

in the retrenchment of many people over time. For example,

the destruction of the Wet Mill in 2003 led to the retrench-

ment of 135 workers, though most of the people retrenched

were subsequently re-instated.  

A fire at the Wet Mill in 2003 led to the retrenchment
of 135 workers, though most of them were subse-
quently re-employed. The Mill has now been rebuilt.

Mondi Piggs Peak showing fire damage

3.4 THE PEAK MILL 
REBUILD EXERCISE

During August 2003 the board of Mondi gave the go-

ahead to rebuild the Wet Mill at a cost of E42.25 million

(US$6.5 million). A high-tech mill was sourced from

Germany and seven contractors were engaged in imple-

menting this project, which is currently in the final stages

of the test run.  This exercise resulted in 135 jobs being re-

created and the subsequent re-employment of 125 of the

retrenched employees (five jobs in total were therefore

lost). A total of E5.2 million (US$800 000) was spent on

training and development.

In 2003, the destruction of the Wet Mill led to the retrench-

ment of 135 workers. However, the mill has been rebuilt at

a cost of E42.25 (US$6.5 million). 

1:30 000

N
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Additional investments will be required at the mill between

2007 and 2009. Potential threats linked to this develop-

ment, as identified by PTL, are forest fires, the spread of

HIV/AIDS among the workforce, and fluctuations in the

exchange rate.  In addition, although the impacts of the mill

on the environment are construed to be minimal, full impact

studies have not been conducted.  This is something that

will be addressed.

3.4.1 Capital investment in the operation 

60 ha of Piggs Peak land is held by the King of
Swaziland in trust for the Swazi nation.

Table 3.1: Projected capital 
investment at PTL in the years 2004 to 2009

Category of expenditure E million US$ million

1 Upgrading of harvesting 1.89 0.29

equipment 

2 Vehicle purchase 2.6 0.04

3 Wet mill rebuild (2004) 42.25 6.5

4 Log deck upgrade (2008) 71.5 11

5 Dry mill upgrade (2009) 37.05 5.7

3.5 AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

PTL has received several awards, including recognition for

outstanding achievements in safety and environment.  Most

of these awards were received in the period 1994 – 2004.

PTL is acknowledged for the following achievements:

w Outstanding employee performance award to

Tony Bold (Area Manager) in 1996; 

w Best on-time delivery and best performance

award to Rocklands Mill in 1997;

w General Manager’s most improved operation

achieved in 2002; 

w Most improved sawmill award to Rocklands Mill in

2003;

w A certificate of merit awarded to Swaziland

Silviculture Contractor for achieving over one

million hours without a lost time injury;

w Maintenance of our Forestry Stewardship Council

(FSC) certificate;

w Recognition by Swaziland Business Coalition

against AIDS on the strides taken by PTL against

HIV/AIDS; and 

w All PTL operations, including contractors, are four-

star National Occupational Safety Association

(NOSA) accredited (NOSA has since changed its

name to Micro Mega).

3.6 EXISTING SOCIAL 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
AND INVESTMENT

PTL has an annual budget of around E495,463

(US$76,225) for Corporate Social Investment in 2005. The

money is invested in a variety of projects that include

sports events, education, assistance with infrastructure,

bee farming and health education. Some of the projects

are presented in the table over the page. The column enti-

tled ‘Actual’ represents progress attained, while ‘Variance’

represents what has still to be achieved. PTL has a dedi-

cated CEF whose responsibility is to facilitate the imple-

mentation of community engagement programmes, LED,

community sport and to facilitate health education.
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Table 3.2: Projects driven by the Peak Business Unit (2004/2005)

Community Project Target Actual Variance Comments 

Peak surrounding Kick a ball soccer 10 000 people 50% 50% Funds approved/ 

communities tournament material bought

Mondi/contractor Peer education (an Mondi/contractor 100% 0% 38 peer educators

employees HIV/AIDS prevention employees and trained 

& awareness initiative) their families 

Herefords Women‘s Purchase of pipes 15 poor women 50% 50% Pipes purchased

Association for a water project but not yet 

delivered 

Luhhumaneni Bee Bee farming 12 tonnes harvest 5 ton harvested 58% Too much rain was

Keepers experienced during 

eucalyptus flowering 

Mzimnene Bee Bee farming 78 members 30% 0% Project on-going 

Keepers Association

Rocklands and Main Health education 40 children 75% 25% Project on-going

Mill villages for children aged 

10 to 19 

years

Main Mill community Rehabilitation of a   Main Mill  10% 90% Project on-going 

building into a residence

community centre

Bee-hives belonging to the Sibhuluja Sabomake
women’s organisation.

In addition, PTL responds positively to various requests

from stakeholders as they arise, ranging from timber dona-

tions, supporting a host of smallholder bee farmers around

the plantation, and providing grazing for cattle and mat

grass for weaving.

w The Swazi Honey Project, a partnership between

PTL and the Ministry of Agriculture, has trained a

total of 79 farmers in bee farming at a cost of 

E4,000 (US$615). The notable project is

Luhhumaneni which has a turnover of E195,000

(US$30,000) annually.  

w The company provides a bus for employees’

school-going children at a cost of E4,322

(US$665) per month.

w A total of E3 million (US$461,500) is spent on

maintaining the nine villages in the Peak

communities.

w A total of E399,750 (US$61,500) is spent annually

on water provision and maintenance services

in the communities.

w The company provides free electricity for its

employees.

w The business unit spends E799,500

(US$123,000) per annum on staff training.
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3.7 COMPLIANCE WITH ANGLO
AMERICAN CORPORATE
POLICY REQUIREMENTS

PTL conducted a self-assessment of performance in rela-

tion to social and economic aspects against key Anglo

policies and principles. These are the Anglo “Good

Citizenship” Business Principles, the SHE Policy, and

associated Management Principles.

PTL’s level of performance was rated according to the

criteria outlined in SEAT. Ratings are as follows:

w Level A: the implications of policies have been

considered and local responses initiated (3);

w Level B: action plans have been developed to

implement the required actions (33);

w Level C: actions have been implemented (333);

and

w Level D: actions have been implemented and

performance has been reviewed (3333). 

The assessment found that in all areas the implications of

corporate policies have been considered and local

responses have been initiated. Progress against all actions

was therefore rated as A (3).  The only area where action

plans have been developed to implement the required

actions (i.e. rated B [33]) relates to enhancing the capabil-

ities of the communities of which the operation is a part.

PTL therefore has some way to go in all areas to reach a

stage where actions have been implemented and perform-

ance has been reviewed (i.e. level D (3333).

A more detailed scorecard of PTL’s performance is

included in Table A1 in Annexure A.

3.7.1 Good citizenship – 
responsibilities to stakeholders

PTL recognises the need to promote strong relationships

with communities and enhance their capabilities. The main

driver of this process is the Community Engagement

Facilitator (CEF) and the silviculture contractors. The CEF

and silviculture contractors attend community meetings

where community needs and concerns are discussed.

They also conduct school visits to educate school children

on fire awareness and environmental issues. PTL also

assists communities in setting up sustainable projects by

providing infrastructural support, technical support and

seed capital.  In addition PTL engages with local chiefs to

assess the relationship with the communities. PTL

provides financial assistance to employees and

employees’ children for formal education. PTL also seeks

to enhance capacity in the forestry industry by providing

scholarships for forestry-related studies to deserving

candidates. Finally, management plays an active role in

providing technical know-how and support for a variety of

Table 3.3 Assessing performance against Anglo Good Citizenship Principles related to stakeholders 

KEY ELEMENT PRINCIPLE/ACTION LEVEL

Community Promoting strong relationships with communities. A (3)

Enhancing the capabilities of the communities of which the operation is a part. B (33)

Seeking regular engagement about issues that may affect them. A (3)

Supporting community projects that reflect the priorities of local people, sustainability A (3)

and cost effectiveness.

Assessing the contribution the operation makes to local social and economic A (3)

development

Customers and Seeking mutually beneficial long-term relationships with business partners, contractors A (3)

business partners and suppliers, based on fair and ethical practices.

Govt Bodies Respecting the laws of the host countries, and being seen as socially responsible. A (3)

NGOs Aiming for (and achieving) constructive relations with relevant non-governmental A (3)

organisations.

Providing employees with opportunities to enhance their skills and capabilities. A (3)

Safety, health & Working towards striking an optimal balance between economic, environmental and A (3)

environment social development.



Table 3.4 Performance against Anglo Good Citizenship Principles of Conduct

KEY ELEMENT PRINCIPLE/ACTION LEVEL

Corporate Seeking to make a contribution to the economic, social and educational wellbeing A (3)

citizenship of communities associated with the operation, including through local business 

development and providing opportunities for workers from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Recognising the sensitivities involved in addressing issues relating to the cultural heritage A (3)

of indigenous communities.

Ensuring that matters relating to indigenous communities are handled in a spirit of respect, A (3)

trust and dialogue.

Employment and Promoting workplace equality and seeking to eliminate all forms of unfair discrimination. A (3)

labour rights Providing employees with opportunities to enhance their skills and capabilities. A (3)

Safety, health & Working towards striking an optimal balance between economic, environmental and social

environment development. A (3)
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national forums, such as the alien invasive weed project

and water policy issues.

3.7.2 Good citizenship – 
principles of conduct

PTL has been at the forefront in promoting entrepreneur-

ship in Swaziland. Twelve Swazi-owned SMEs with a

combined turnover of E29.9 million (US$4.6 million) are

currently contracted to PTL. In addition, numerous

successful commercial bee-farming projects, with a

combined turnover of more than 20 tonnes per season,

operate in and around the plantation with PTL support.

PTL respects the laws of the country and International

Labour Organisation (ILO) principles and conventions.

Employees are free to unionise and workers’ forums have

been set up among all contractor businesses. This prin-

ciple is enforced with all our business partners through

regular auditing.

PTL is sensitive to the cultural beliefs and norms of

communities, for example, by allowing access to commu-

nities and maintaining traditional burial sites within the

plantation, allowing access for harvesting traditional mate-

rials for craft industries and assisting local chiefs in

rebuilding traditional kraals.

In conclusion, PTL strives to strike an optimal balance

between economic, environmental and social develop-

ment, by aligning policy and sound business management

with social programmes.  

3.7.3 SHE policy

PTL actively promotes a safety culture in the workplace. All

direct and contractor employees are trained on safety aware-

ness and safe working procedures. Safety statistics and

targets are set, all incidents are investigated and information

on corrective actions is disseminated to all employees.

PTL supports two primary health clinics from which direct

employees and their families, as well as contractor

employees, can access free services. The clinics also

provide Voluntary Counselling and Testing services for HIV

and there are trained peer educators who assist in dissem-

inating information and education on HIV/AIDS. In addi-

tion, free anti-retroviral treatment is available to employees.

PTL subscribes to the practice of sustainable environ-

mental practices in all its operations. PTL will conduct

Environmental Screening Assessments before undertaking

any site-disturbing operations in order to mitigate environ-

mental degradation that may occur. PTL has commenced

the delineation of catchment courses within the plantation,

and this will be completed in 2010. 

Table 3.5 Performance against SHE Policy

Principle/Action Level

Making a contribution to addressing priority 

community health issues. A (3)

Conserving environmental resources A (3)

Preventing or minimising adverse impacts 

arising from our operations (impacts 

understood to be environmental and social) A (3)

Demonstrating active stewardship of land 

and biodiversity A (3)
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PTL is also committed to the preservation of environmental

resources within the plantation. Communities who are

allowed to exploit non-timber resources within the planta-

tion are encouraged to use sustainable practices, such as

controlled grazing. PTL also conducts game counts, and

care is taken to preserve habitats of red data species.

3.7.4 Performance against 
management principles

The implications of policies have been considered and

local responses begun in terms of management principles.

A budget has been allocated for community issues,

including the continued employment of the CEF and for

community projects.  PTL identifies, assesses, prioritises

and subsequently prevents, minimises and controls risks

through the application of ‘Golden Rules’, safety forums,

the employment of safety representatives, risk assess-

ments and mitigation, as well as planned job observations.

In addition, Mondi procedures and protocols are applied.

Performance is measured through indicators and stretch

targets (Pushing the Limits) have been set. Performance is

measured and reported against these targets at appro-

priate intervals.  Corrective action plans to address poor

performance are drawn up and implemented.

Performance management has been introduced to certain

levels of employees (middle management and above), and

this will be rolled out throughout the organisation.  

Table 3.5 Performance against Anglo Good Citizenship Management Principles

KEY ELEMENT PRINCIPLE/ACTION LEVEL

Commitment Allocating adequate financial and human resources to ensure that the operation’s A (3)

social issues are dealt with in a manner that reflects their high corporate priority

Risk Assessment Accurately identifying, assessing and prioritising the hazards and risks associated A (3)

with all the operation’s activities.

Prevention and Preventing, minimising or controlling priority risks through planning, design, A (3)

Control investment, and management and workplace procedures.

Performance Setting appropriate goals, objectives, targets and performance indicators for all our A (3)

operations, as well as meeting all applicable laws and regulations and, where 

appropriate, applying international best practice

Evaluation Accurately monitoring, reviewing and confirming the effectiveness of management A (3)

and workplace performance
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THERE ARE nine villages housing 2,000 PTL and

contractor employees and their families.  Neighbours

consist of five farms and 47 communities, including nine

chiefdoms, with a population of about 170,000 inhabi-

tants.  There are 35 schools within these communities.  As

with the majority of rural Swazi people, the surrounding

communities make their living mainly through subsistence

farming, i.e. cultivation of seasonal crops (such as staple

food maize) and rearing of livestock.  

The rate of formal employment in the areas surrounding

PTL is relatively low, estimated at 40%.  Provision of serv-

ices such as health, roads, electricity and transport is

basic. 

The Swazis are part of the Nguni lineage and have their

origins in central Africa. Most people follow the Christian

faith, but also subscribe to ancestral ideologies.

4 OVERVIEW OF 
NEIGHBOURING COMMUNITIES 

Typical homesteads of the neighbouring Mzimnene
community.



5.1 INTRODUCTION

PTL is one of three major forestry companies responsible

for the management of 9.4% of the total 130,000 ha of

forestry plantations in Swaziland. Plantation forestry

makes up 6.4% of the total land area of the country. 

Commercial forestry and related processing industries

form a very important part of the economy of the Kingdom

of Swaziland, contributing approximately 3% to the

national GDP.  The forestry sector, including the secondary

processing sector (i.e. furniture manufacturing and tannin

extraction), provides employment for approximately 8,000

people – around 8% of the total working population in

Swaziland.

5.2 EMPLOYMENT

5.2.1 Total employment creation

A major impact of PTL is the creation of employment in the

area.  The table (above right) provides a summary of the

positive impacts brought about by job creation as a result of

the presence of the operation, using the following four

categories:

w direct employment at PTL;

w secondary employment through PTL contractors

and suppliers;

w community social investments facilitated by PTL

(e.g. the Luhhumaneni bee farming project that

employs five people on a permanent basis); and

w induced employment (i.e. the presence of the

business at Piggs Peak means increased

spending on local goods and services, and

consequent employment spin-offs associated

with this, estimated at 10% of total direct and indi-

rect employment).

Total employment amounts to more than 1,400, as

presented in Table 5.1. The ‘possible social impact’

column refers to the number of people supported by the

creation of one job in the Kingdom of Swaziland (the

current ratio is 1:9).  The factor is not static but changes

from time to time, due mainly to the HIV/AIDS pandemic.

5.2.2 Local employment

Thirty-six percent of senior management employees (a

total of 11) are expatriates. However, 97% of middle

management, tradesmen, administration, technicians and

skilled manual workers are local. All junior administration

and unskilled manual workers are from the local area. 

5 SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC IMPACTS
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Table 5.1 Total employment 
created through Mondi PTL

Category Actual no. of Possible

Employees Social Impact

Total employment by PTL 450 4,050

Contractor employees 

(full-time equivalent) 820 7,380

Social investments 30 270

Induced employment 130 1,170

Total employment  

created at Mondi Peak 1,430

Total number in community dependent 12,870

on PTL for their livelihoods (the financial 

or subsistence means whereby people 

secure a living)
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5.3 TAXES AND ROYALTIES

PTL makes a variety of payments to government, which

have a direct effect on the economy.  Estimates of taxes

and royalties paid are as presented in Table 5.2.

5.4 LOCAL PROCUREMENT SPEND 

PTL purchases many of its supplies from local and regional

sources. The main areas of expenditure are set out in

Table 5.3.

PTL spends over E58.5 million (US$9 million) per annum

on contractors. These are split between operations,

services, mechanical, transport and log supply, as shown

in Table 5.4.

Table 5.2 Taxes and 
royalties paid by Mondi PTL (2004)

Type of tax Estimated amount 

(E million) (US$ Million)

Corporate tax 0 0

Property rates 4.992 0.768 

Sales tax 0.65 0.1

Swaziland National 0.195 0.03

Provident Fund 

Income tax 11.980 1.843 

Total 17.817 2.741 million

Please note: Corporate tax is calculated at 30% of total

profit. However, no profit was recorded for 2004 due to the

mill rebuild.

Table 5.3 Supplies to PTL (2004)

No. Item Approximate value  Supplier

(‘000 E/year) (‘000 US$/year)

1 Finished goods transport 988 152 Ndzimandze Transport SD

2 Steel 598 92 Steel & Wire International

3 Plumbing consumables 305,5 47 General suppliers

4 Rations 123,5 19 Fedics, RSA

5 Construction, maintenance 117 18  Phuthuma Buildings/Construction, SD

6 Harvesting, silviculture, transport, services 58,500 9,000 Forestry contractors

7 Labour 1,196 184 Local communities

Table 5.4 Contractors to Mondi PTL (2004)

Type of contract Number of contractors Value in E Value in US$

(million) (million)

Operations (silviculture and harvesting) 6 22.945 3.530 

Services 4 4.999 0.769 

Mechanical 4 3.660 0.563 

Transport 5 9.997 1.538 

Log supply 2 17.999 2.769 

Total 21 59.599 9.169
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5.5 HUMAN CAPITAL 
AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

PTL is committed to improving productivity by providing

appropriate training for its employees and has contributed

to training and social upliftment for various stakeholders.

Internally, PTL offers bursaries to staff and their children. In

addition four bursaries have been awarded to students

within the community to pursue studies in forestry and

agriculture. 

PTL has also provided the following opportunities for

external stakeholders: 

w short courses and workshops are conducted for

business contractors, e.g. an ergonomics work-

shop held at Barnyard at White River.

w training was provided for aspiring bee farmers at

Mzimnene.

w training on health awareness and HIV/AIDS (PTL,

community, contractors and youth groups).

w compulsory training for business contractors on

safety and productivity.  More than 400 people

have been trained so far in this field.

King Mswati III operates the computerised system during the official
launch of the rebuilt mill.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The SEAT assessment team consulted a number of

stakeholders to assess what key issues were raised as

observations or concerns. The stakeholders’ consultation

included representatives of:

w PTL employees;

w contractor employees;

w contractor businesses;

w the local municipality;

w the traditional authority;

w Swaziland Agricultural and Plantation Workers

Union (SAPWU); 

w tenants; and 

w neighbouring communities.

These stakeholders can be categorised into affected

parties, interested parties and authorities. Affected parties

include PTL employees, tenants, villagers within the plan-

tation, contractor businesses and contractor employees.

Interested parties mainly comprise neighbours under tradi-

tional authority. Silviculture contractors play a major role in

linking the community with the local CEF.

A list of stakeholders consulted is attached in Annexure B

and a summary of issues and impacts, as identified by

stakeholders, is provided in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3.

Issues identified by stakeholder are in Annexure C.

Community and employee consultation raised a number of

positive and negative issues. Many stakeholders also

made suggestions regarding how PTL can improve its

performance in terms of community engagement and CSI.

These suggestions have been taken into account in the

management responses described in Section 7.

Few stakeholders had concerns about environmental issues,

but during the SEAT process the assessment team found

that there was severe erosion in Mzimnene (one of the neigh-

bouring communities) on the southern side of the plantation,

posing a threat to homesteads and land infrastructure. 

6.2 POSITIVE IMPACTS 
FROM PEAK TIMBERS 

6.2.1 Employees and contractors 

In terms of internal feedback, employees at PTL believe

that the relationship between management and

employees is good; however SAPWU feels that this rela-

tionship can be improved. They applaud the personnel

career development exercise that has been initiated, and

encourage the community outreach programmes, which

they believe are benefiting a number of people in the

surrounding areas. 

Contractor employees feel that the employer-employee

relationship is generally good and they acknowledge the

Workers’ Council Forums that have been established to

consult with management on a monthly basis. They also

acknowledge the emphasis PTL places on safety and

health education. 

Contractor businesses feel that since the beginning of

business outsourcing in 2000, the relationship between

PTL and contractor businesses has improved dramatically

through joint decision-making in the area.  They believe

that through respect, openness, teamwork, proper guid-

ance and fair practices, more can be achieved.  The busi-

ness contractors applaud the SEAT process as a tool that

will facilitate communication among stakeholders.

The contractors wish to encourage PTL to continue to

interact with local communities through initiatives such as

selling/donating building poles, collection of honey, chiefs’

meetings and school visits.

6 KEY ISSUES RAISED 
BY STAKEHOLDERS
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6.2.2 External stakeholders

External stakeholders were generally positive about PTL.

This is illustrated in Mr Maphalala’s comment during the

interaction: 

“With Peak Timbers we are 
not just neighbours, we are 

very good neighbours”

- Mr Maphalala, Piggs Peak Council CEO

The Local Municipality and the Traditional Authority have a

good interaction with PTL through boundary collabora-

tions, donation of construction poles, and income from the

lease of ‘village land’. They regard PTL as ‘a world-class

organisation that has survived the test of time’.  The

Traditional Authority praised PTL for its schools fire-aware-

ness programme and appreciates that PTL is an important

player in the local economy. 

6.3 AREAS OF CONCERN 
AND NEGATIVE IMPACTS

6.3.1 Employees and contractors

Employee communication and remuneration 

Despite the feedback that the relationship between

management and employees is good, direct employees

and contractors feel that there is poor communication

between PTL and employees, and that information flow

and communication within the organisation is weak.

SAPWU is of the opinion that this can be improved.

Workers feel that they are not properly briefed about new

developments in the wider Mondi Group. They are also not

provided with orientation on the complete cycle of the

product, i.e. from tree planting to the finished product. 

A concern for both direct employees and contractors is

that remuneration packages are considered to be very low

and that salary increases are below inflation. Contractor

employees noted that annual wage increments are imple-

mented late each year. 

SAPWU feels that management at PTL must concentrate

more on social issues, involving local parliamentarians and

leaders. The union cited localisation of posts and training

of local staff as the main obstacle for development.

Other observations from employees and contractor

employees include:

Employees 

w Staff believe that redundant computers should

be donated to the needy or sold to interested

employees.

w Workers want to benefit from the housing

scheme through a partnership between Mondi

and Standard Bank.

w Workers are requesting PTL to provide bursaries

for their children.

w Workers would like all tenders to be localised.

Contractor staff

w Those people with potential for improvement must

be afforded the chance to pursue or further their

careers.

w Workers wish to be issued with protective clothing

at least twice a year instead of once a year.

w The workers would like to be issued with wet

rations (cooked meals).

Contractor businesses 

Companies that are contracting with PTL seem to be

dissatisfied with rates, as they believe that Mondi has the

final say in rate negotiations. These companies feel that

there should be more information sharing between PTL

and the contractors, through access to the Mondi informa-

tion database, and that PTL should facilitate communica-

tion among the contractors. Other requests relate to

dealing with HIV/AIDS and the proposed employee trans-

portation scheme.

Internal conflict

PTL management is concerned about the divisions and

tensions that appear to exist between the silviculture and

harvesting operations. Cooperation between these opera-

tions is essential for high levels of productivity and meeting

required production schedules, both of which are being

impacted upon by existing tensions and poor levels of

cooperation.

6.3.2 External stakeholders

Outsourcing and contractors

The community frowns upon practices where business

outsourcing results in low wages, non-compliance to

accepted labour practices and delayed payments.
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Forest fires

Forest fires are an issue of concern for all stakeholders, as

it affects their livelihoods and causes large-scale damage.

A number of stakeholders expressed a wish to participate

in the fire awareness exercises conducted by PTL. A

substantial majority of the people interviewed believe that

the recent fires were caused deliberately by former Main

Mill workers in retaliation for not being given re-employ-

ment opportunities at the new mill. The Traditional

Authority admits partial responsibility for the fires due to

poor leadership. 

Community investment and 
corporate social responsibility

Although the communities value PTL as key to their liveli-

hoods, stakeholders requested a higher level of commu-

nity investment. Specific requests included investment in

the North of Swaziland, assistance in the construction of a

new soccer stadium, making company facilities such as

the playground available to the local communities, and

provision of firewood. Not all members of the communities

are aware of procedures to access assistance from PTL

such as mat grass, sand or poles, and are eager to be

engaged in projects such as bee farming, crop production

and poultry farming. 

During the interviews the communities expressed their

desire to be involved in upliftment projects that will

empower individuals to make choices.  

Cattle grazing, trespassing and timber theft 

Stakeholders are concerned about the issues of cattle

grazing and trespassing. Some feel that there needs to be

greater cooperation between PTL and the communities on

these issues (e.g. the local chiefs), while the union feels

that the rules on poaching of game and cattle grazing are

weak and demand urgent revision. It is therefore evident

that consultation on these issues is necessary and that

stakeholders be made aware of the procedures for

accessing PTL resources. Similarly, timber theft is consid-

ered an important issue.  Local stakeholders, including the

traditional authorities, are in full support of the protection of

forest assets. The growing of marijuana within the PTL

plantations is a concern to stakeholders. 

Environment and water issues

Stakeholders are of the view that eucalyptus trees should

not be planted close to watercourses as they reduce the

water supply to communities.

During the visit by the assessment team to the community

of Mzimnene on the southern side of the plantation, it was

discovered that the landscape is severely eroded.  The

situation needs immediate attention by the authorities and

the community. The drains along the roads have been

badly eroded and are forming dongas, and erosion close

to homesteads is posing a threat to the infrastructure.

Mondi hosted a fire awareness talk and donated a
soccer ball to Mhlatane high school.
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THIS SECTION explains the management interventions in

place to address the issues raised by stakeholders, and to

ensure that PTL’s impacts are being managed and miti-

gated.  Further details of these management measures can

be found in Annexure D, which gives details of the following

in relation to each impact:

w management objectives

w activities to address each aspect

w person or team responsible

w targets in terms of timing

w monitoring measures

w frequency of timing

w reporting to the public.

7.1 CHALLENGES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES

Management at PTL identifies the high incidence of

HIV/AIDS and the prevention of forest fires as the key

social and economic challenges that the operation faces.

Other key challenges that they see affecting PTL include:

w managing the transition from pine to gum saw

timber;

w fluctuations in the US $/Rand exchange rate; and

w noxious weeds infestation.

On the other hand, management identifies the commit-

ment of PTL employees and contractor businesses, and

the Wet Mill, rebuild as a strength. Another strength is

favourable tree growing conditions. 

7.2 MANAGEMENT RESPONSES

7.2.1 Human resources and 
employee relations

Local employees in senior management

There are a number of expatriates at senior management

level, and stakeholders feel that local Swazi managers can

fill these senior positions.  Management aims to identify

potential local candidates, draw up a localisation plan

detailing training requirements and recruitment if needed.

Management will also encourage local staff to use the

Mondi bursary scheme to increase skills and knowledge. 

Employee personal development

Management encourages employees to enter the personal

development programme for career development.

Management intends to make employees more aware of

this facility through the use of noticeboards and during

staff forum meetings. In the longer term, employees’

potential will be assessed through the performance

management process,  and employees will be afforded the

opportunity to develop.

A concern raised by employees during the consultation

process is that they lack exposure to the full cycle of oper-

ations at Mondi i.e. the cycle from tree planting to paper

production. In response, management plans to expose

employees to all Group operations. This will be done

through videos during green area meetings (an internal

information meeting for all employees). Supervisors need

to take the responsibility of explaining this to employees

during staff forum meetings. 

Remuneration and benefits

Concerns relating to benefits and remuneration relate to

medical aid, Mondi housing loan schemes and a percep-

tion of low remuneration packages and benefits. 

Remuneration packages and benefits are perceived to

be poor by PTL employees. In the short term, manage-

ment plans to equalise salaries to MBPSA scales. There

will be ongoing benchmarking of remuneration and bene-

fits against other industrial undertakings in Swaziland. 

7 MANAGEMENT RESPONSES
TO ISSUES RAISED

Festivities during the opening of the rebuilt Wet Mill.
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A concern highlighted by employees and unions is that most

medical practitioners in Swaziland do not accept Anglo

American Corporation Medical Aid (AACMED). Repre-

sentatives of AACMED are actively canvassing medical prac-

titioners in Swaziland to extend their services to AACMED

cardholders. If this process is not successful management

will, after due consultation, pursue a switch to SwaziMed.

Responding to the concern regarding the housing loan

scheme and the fact that this benefit is not available to

employees in Swaziland, management will source a finan-

cial institution willing to provide housing loans to

employees on Mondi provident funds.

As a matter of policy, redundant company computers are

supposed to be destroyed. Employees feel that they should

be offered the opportunity to purchase these computers. 

Management is planning to apply for an asset disposal on

this issue.

Information-sharing 

Employees feel that internal communication can be

improved, as workers are not always briefed on important

developments. Management will improve the dissemina-

tion of information to employees. The Human Resource

Department will post all electronic communiqués on notice

boards. Staff forums, such as green area meetings, will

also be used to improve communication between

management and staff. Management also commits to

quarterly feedback sessions with all employees on

performance against Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

Internal conflict

PTL management will be implementing measures to address

the current lack of cooperation and existing tensions

between the silviculture and harvesting operations. Planned

activities include a course on business management, and

involving silviculture and harvesting in cross-pollination audits

and plant job observations of their respective operations. It is

hoped that this will assist in addressing the current lack of

understanding of each other’s requirements, and will improve

cooperation between them.

7.2.2 Contractors and outsourcing

Management has responded to a number of issues raised

regarding outsourcing of PTL’s activities and the relation-

ship with contractors. These relate to:

w a perception of outsourcing as reneging on

responsibilities and exploiting workers;

w timing and level of remuneration to contractor

workers;

w information-sharing with contractors; and

w transport of contractor labour.

The overriding concern that outsourcing is perceived as a

means of exploiting workers is important to deal with, as

it creates negative feelings within the local communities and

between PTL and its contractors. This also relates to the

view that PTL imposes rates on contractors. Management

will ensure, through audits, that management complies with

the minimum wage policy and other statutory labour

requirements. Management will put in place a transparent

rate determination process that takes into account the costs

incurred and an agreed profit margin. 

Management aims to ensure that annual increases to

contractor workers are implemented at the agreed times

by implementing contractor rates increases in January of

each year.

Transportation of employees

Mondi is introducing roll-over protection and safety belts on

labour transport to improve workforce safety. Contractors

are concerned that this proposed labour transportation did

not consider negative financial implications on business

contractors. Mondi PTL plans to issue a notice and inform

contractors of this standing policy, and to enter into dialogue

about issues such as reduction of vehicle life and training.

7.2.3 Procurement

PTL is locked into some MBPSA supply agreements that

restrict local procurement to a certain extent. Where no

company-wide supply agreements exist, PTL will endeavour

to source goods and services from Swazi suppliers where

they are competitive. In the short term, management will

address this by identifying alternative Swazi suppliers,

obtain price lists to assess their competitiveness and list

those that qualify on the approved vendor list.

7.2.4 Forest fires

PTL plans to deal with the problem of forest fires by: 

w visiting schools and communities to educate them

on the effect of forest fires using the Mondi Fire

video;

w liaison with local leaders and law enforcing

agencies;

w creating better community relations through CSI

projects; 
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w attempting to minimise marijuana growing activi-

ties within the plantation; and 

w improving PTL’s fire fighting capacity.

7.2.5 Community investment 
and corporate social responsibility 

Feedback from stakeholders is that the community appreci-

ates the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programme.

PTL will continue its CSI programme to maintain and build

new relationships and improve the image of the company

with neighbouring communities. Management intends to do

this by drawing up a comprehensive Community

Engagement Plan and implementing more sustainable proj-

ects through this plan. Projects will be published in the CSR

magazine and the media, and stakeholders will be invited to

the launch of community projects.

7.2.6 Cattle grazing, 
poaching, trespassing and theft 

The policing of the plantation is perceived to be poor,

resulting in poaching and uncontrolled cattle grazing which

can damage young seedlings. Management intends to

control this in the short term by commissioning a Live Stock

Unit (LSU) study, with sustainable utilisation of the resource

as the objective. This will form the basis for a grazing policy.

The policy will lay down the carrying capacity of the land

and how access will be controlled and monitored.

Poaching will be controlled by the use of signage, better

policing, security scout reporting to determine game

stocking density, and monitoring through an annual game

count. Hunting and poaching is illegal in Swaziland and the

community has to be continuously informed of this legisla-

tion. In the longer term, management plans to employ a

dedicated security company to improve policing in the

plantation. 

PTL will make community members aware of the procedures

whereby they can legally access resources. Stakeholder

forums will help in the facilitation of this process.

7.2.7 HIV/AIDS 

The high HIV/AIDS prevalence in Swaziland is a concern

for management and stakeholders alike. Management

plans to make the community fully aware of measures to

prevent HIV/AIDS, and its effects on peoples’ lives, as well

as de-stigmatisation of the disease. 

PTL plans to improve peer education programmes and

HIV/AIDS awareness through the CSR programme. PTL will

also encourage its business contractors and their employees

to engage in HIV/AIDS prevention programmes. 

7.2.8 Environment, infrastructure and health

Environmental concerns were identified during the stake-

holder consultation, and management plans to ensure

strict supervision of all operations, as well as full imple-

mentation of the Mondi environmental guidelines and

National Environmental Policy. 

Management also plans to address issues of poor drinking

water quality and the poor state of village houses, by

upgrading water treatment plants and drawing up and

implementing village maintenance plans.

The delineation process is showing positive visible results

in that there is evidence of natural vegetation re-colonising

the wetlands and riparian areas. There has also been posi-

tive feedback from the communities that there has been

some improvement in water flow, particularly in the

Phophonyane wetland.   
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THIS REPORT has made it clear that commitment by

management is required to address the issues raised by

SEAT. Management at PTL must continue to put processes

in place that allow communication and continuous dialogue

between the operation and its stakeholders. The SEAT

process will be used as a tool to gauge the commitment of

PTL to addressing socio-economic issues with staff,

contractor businesses and local communities, and to align

PTL activities to Anglo corporate policies.

A key focus will be to address the negative perception of

PTL’s motives for outsourcing some of its operations. The

implementation of the Community Engagement Plan will

improve engagement and relationships with all stake-

holders.  

PTL will monitor progress on its social performance

through the development of key performance indicators.

These will include generic Key Performance Indicators as

set out in the SEAT tools (Tool E1), as well as indicators

that are relevant to local conditions (Tool E2).

8 ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES 
TO BE CONDUCTED BY 
PEAK TIMBERS

ENQUIRIES

Bhubesi Magagula

Community Engagement Facilitator

Tel: +268 437 1255/437 1188

Email: bhubesi.magagula@mondibp.com

GLOSSARY

AACMED Anglo American Corporation Medical Aid

AIDS Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome

AM Area Manager

BUM Business Unit Manager

CEF Community Engagement Facilitator 

CEP Community Engagement Plan 

CSI Community Social Investment

CSIR Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

Expatriates People who live outside their own country

FSC Forest Stewardship Council

GM General Manager

HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus

HR Human Resources

HRM Human Resources Manager

KPI Key Performance Indicator

LTIFR Lost Time Injury Frequency Ratio

MBPSA Mondi Business Paper South Africa

MRU Multiple Resource Use

NGO Non Governmental Organisation

NOSA National Occupational Safety Association

PRA Primary Rapid Assessment

PTL Peak Timbers Limited

SAPWU Swaziland Agricultural & Plantation Workers 

Union 

SEAT Socio-economic Assessment Toolbox

SHE Safety, Health and Environment
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w Salaries are below inflation.

w The workers prefer to be issued with wet rations.

C1.3 Business contractors

w Since the beginning of business outsourcing in the

year 2000 the relation between Mondi Forests and

contractor businesses has improved dramatically

through the joint decision making in the area. They

believe that through respect, openness, team

work, proper guidance and fair practices more

could be achieved.

w The SEAT process has been applauded by the

business contractors as a tool that will facilitate

the communication among stakeholders.

w The rates are said to be negative because Mondi

has the last word on this issue.

w On the issues associated with operations, they

believe a division is increasing i.e between silvicul-

ture and harvesting contractors.

w The contractors believe that external and internal

field days must be organised to cross pollinate

knowledge and experience among contractors 

w Skidder trails must be rehabilitated at all times.

w They would like to encourage Mondi to continue

to interact with the local community in terms of

selling/donating building poles, collection of bee

colonies, chiefs meetings and school visits.

w On safety, the contractors want their teams  to go

for the HIV test and results to be managed

professionally.

w The contractors view the introduction of the

proposed labour transportation as a safety driven

project, but the timing and implementation did not

consider financial implications on the businesses.

w Contractor business want to share information on

the Mondi database. 

C1.4 Local municipality

“With Mondi forests we are not just neighbours but we are

very good neighbours” those are the words of the Piggs

Peak council CEO Mr. Maphalala. He elaborated on the

number of interactions Mondi and the council had ranging

from boundary collaborations, construction pole donation

and payment of royalties.    

C1.ISSUES  RAISED BY
DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS

The issues raised here are as reported by those who

consulted with stakeholders.

C1.1 Mondi employees

w The staff feels that redundant computers should

be donated to the needy or sold to interested

employees.

w Personal development was an exercise that the

Mondi staff applauded.

w Community outreach programmers are good and

were encouraged.

w Information flow and communication is very week.

Workers are not properly briefed about new devel-

opments within the Mondi group.

w Workers are not given orientation about the

complete cycle of the product. i.e.  Planting of

trees up to the finished product.i.e paper making 

w Remuneration packages are very low but the rela-

tionship with management is very good.

w Workers want to benefit from the housing scheme

partnership between Mondi and Standard Bank.

w The workers are requesting Mondi to provide

bursaries for their children.

w They would like that all tenders be localised.

C1.2 Contractor employees

w Safety and health education lessons are taught to

the workers by the local clinic. 

w Annual wage increments are effected late i.e.

March.

w The employer/employee relationship is generally

good. 

w The people with potential for improvements must

be afforded the chance to pursue or further their

careers.

w A workers council forum is present and they meet

with management on a monthly basis.

w The level of communication is very low between

employers and employees.

w They would like to be issued with protective

clothing at least twice a year instead of once.

ANNEXURE C
STAKEHOLDER RESPONSES BY TYPE OF STAKEHOLDER
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w The town council of Piggs Peak is concerned

about the impact of forest fires on the industry in

such a way that they want to participate during

the fire awareness exercises conducted by Mondi

Business Paper.

w They requested more investments in this northern

part of Swaziland from the mother company of

Mondi Business Paper.

w The existing relationship between Mondi Business

Paper and the municipality is good  i.e.  the dona-

tion of poles for the purposes of relocation of

squatters.

w They pleaded for cooperation especially in the

construction of a stadium in readiness for the

2010 world cup to be hosted by the Republic of

South Africa. 

C1.5 Traditional authority

w They regard Mondi as a world class organisation

that has survived  the test of time.

w They have admitted responsibility for the fires that

started from the neighbouring communities, citing

a lapse of leadership on their side among other

reasons.

w More cooperation was sought between Mondi

and communities, on cattle grazing and tres-

passing. 

w The chiefs criticised the growing of narcotic drugs

within the Mondi plantations. 

w They praised Mondi for the schools fire awareness

programme.

w A massive prayer was suggested to ease the

problem of forest fires.

w Chiefs requested control over the timber theft

issue.

w They requested more community projects driven

by Mondi.

w The leaders appreciate that their livelihood is

dependant on Mondi.    

C1.6 Issues raised by the trade union:
Swaziland Agricultural and Plantation
Workers Union (SAPWU)

w The union cited localisation of posts and training

of local staff as main obstacles to development 

w The rules on game poaching and cattle grazing

are week and demand urgent revision.

w The employee/employer relationship needs to be

improved. 

w The company facilities like the playground should

also be made available to the local communities 

w Surrounding communities should be given fire-

wood without a permit.

w Gums are not to be planted on water streams as

water supply to communities is reduced.

w The management of Mondi Business Paper must

also concentrate on social issues. 

C1.7 Neighbouring communities

The local surrounding community owns an average of 20

cattle per homestead which could be generated into

wealth if managed commercially. 

w Generally, homesteads are close to domestic

water sources  i.e. 140 m.

w The community is generally aware of of HIV/AIDS

and other related diseases but lack support such

as peer educators.

w They are eager to be engaged in projects such as

bee farming, crop production and poultry farming. 

w The community is aware of procedures to access

assistance from Mondi Business Paper, such as

mat grass, sand or poles.

w Local stakeholders, including the traditional

authorities, are in full support of the protection of

the forest industry assets.  

w The community lacks basic infrastructure such as

proper roads, schools, electricity, shops and

clinics.

w Formal employment rate of communities around

the forest industry is 10%.

w The standard of education is very low. 

w The community frowns at business outsourcing

practices such as rewarding workers with low

wages, non-compliance and delayed payments.

w 85% of the people interviewed think forest arson

fires are caused deliberately by former main mill

workers in retaliation for not being given re-

employment opportunities at the new mill.
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C1.8   Environmental concerns

w During the visit of our team to the community of

Mzimnene on the southern side of the plantation,

it was discovered that the landscape is severely

eroded. The situation needs immediate attention

by government and the community because even

the drains along the roads have been extremely

eroded and have become dongas. Even close to

the homesteads, the dongas have shown more

dominance which is becoming more of a threat to

the infrastructure in this area. 

w The environmental impact at the mill is managed.

w The wetland and riparian delineation exercise has

yielded positive results at both the Mlambongwenya

and Phophonyane wetland. Water release has

improved downstream with natural vegetation

restored in water fingers upstream.

w The people interviewed, especially the local commu-

nity, displayed a high level of awareness in terms of

environmental policies i.e the hunting policy.

w Mondi was approached by the local authority to be

involved in the fight against chromolaena odorata

which is known as triffid weed or paraffin weed. 
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